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ABSTRACT

This presentation will discuss the required planning, design and subsequent implementation of recently

commissioned Main Process Train (MPT) project in-line coarse material vendor screening equipment

controls in the DC Water’s plant-wide distributed control system (DCS).

The implementation of vendor screening equipment in the plant control system required careful planning

and coordination during the design, construction, and startup phases, including:

 Early coordination with equipment supplier to thoroughly understand the required vendor

equipment control functions.

 Learning about the vendor supplied specialized instruments and designing the required

compatible interface and hardware in the plant control system.

 Coordination with other disciplines for instruments and local panels mounting, wiring and

installation requirements.

 Documentation of detailed equipment control narratives.

 Facilitate coordination between the plant control system programmer and equipment

manufacture’s control system specialist.

 Review of equipment submittals and plant control system submittals to ensure the wiring, type of

signals, interfaces are compatible with each other.

 Factory testing of control system programming in simulation mode.

 On-site loop testing and verification of individual instrumentation and equipment functions.

 Combined on-site testing of equipment controls with equipment vendor representative, and

control system programmer.
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Benefits of implementing vendor equipment controls in to the plant control system such as; no vendor

PLCs required, cohesive control system, ease in maintenance and troubleshooting, client standards

implementation, etc., will also be discussed. Attendees will leave the session with the understanding of

required planning and benefits of implementation.
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